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Abstract

This document is an analysis of the short film, The Bottom. This film develops
connections between story structure and visual design by applying a self-imposed set of
guidelines called Visual Structure. Visual structure is the result of decades of learning
and teaching visual design techniques by Hollywood producer and film consultant, Bruce
Block. This analysis deconstructs the film, shot by shot, helping filmmakers better
understand this essential relationship by examining specific components of visual
structure.
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In order to better understand how story structure and visual structure synchronize
in a controllable, creative manner, filmmakers can consistently rely on the
implementation of Bruce Block’s approach, Visual Structure. (Block introduction)
A shot by shot analysis of sequences from the short film, The Bottom, a graduate thesis
film that uses Visual Structure to create this connection, serves as a visual example of this
methodology. The analysis reveals how intentional film production choices add value
and give deeper meaning to the narrative they depict.
Visual structure has a guiding set of principles associated with it, Principles of
Contrast and Affinity. Explained in terms of tone, contrast is black against white, where
affinity is grey on grey. Affinity means ‘similar to’ or ‘an inherent likeness to’
something or someone else. For Block’s purpose, affinity equates to ‘less visual
intensity’ and contrast equates to ‘greater visual intensity’. (Block 10) In traditional
filmmaking, evaluating the physical and emotional reactions of the audience
approximates this intensity. It is the backbone of visual structure when applied to any
temporal progression or any component of visual design.
Block divides visual structure into seven major components, Space, Line, Shape,
Tone, Color, Movement, and Rhythm. (Block 2) These components inexorably link to
every object, image, and location. In filmmaking, they communicate feelings, ideas, and
most importantly, guide visual decisions during production. (Ibid)
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Every story has a structure to it. Every story has exposition, conflict, climax, and
resolution despite its form or length. (Block 176) In filmmaking, story structure dictates
the visual structure. Not all stories have a three-act structure, but they all have
exposition, conflict, climax and resolution. The seven components marry themselves to
the progressive changes in the story. To do this in a visual manner, graphs are drawn.
Changes in story intensity get mapped over time. (Fig. 149) A scale from zero to
one hundred measures intensity. This represents emotional reactions to the event with
zero being ‘least intense’ and one hundred being ‘most intense’. The filmmaker graphs
an anticipated audience response in relation to emotional intensity vs. time. One person’s
expectations are not always in accord with that of another and Block is clear to point out
this fact. The important concept to grasp is that the construction of the story, in a
progressive visual fashion, is critical to the visual structure process which lends credence
to the audience’s expectations and subsequent response. (Block 179) Furthermore,
numbering and graphing the story on a sequence-by-sequence basis is the first step in
visual structuring. (Figs. 151-152)
The visual structure graph mirrors the story structure graph. (Fig. 150) Rather
than plotting changes in story intensity, the visual structure graph maps changes in
contrast and affinity of individual components over the length of the story. Each
component has a multitude of variants or subcomponents that can be ‘in contrast to’ or
‘have an affinity toward’ something or someone. Examining these subcomponent’s
characteristics, by means of the principles of contrast and affinity, the filmmaker can
create visual changes that support the story as it progresses.
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The component, Space, is complex. It divides into several different
subcomponents. When these group as opposites they express contrast or affinity within
the specific component. They apply to design choices prior to principal photography.
Block defines several for creating space on the screen: deep space, flat space, limited
space, and ambiguous space. (Block 13) The short film, The Bottom, employs deep
space and limited space. Several factors contribute to this decision: the desire to pay
homage, in a stylistic sense, to two films by Peter Bogdanovich, The Last Picture Show
and Paper Moon. Shot in black and white, both employ deep space among other design
principles. Bogdanovich was a disciple and friend of legendary filmmaker Orson Welles.
In many respects both men shared a common cinematic vision. In keeping with this
lineage, deep space is the dominant mode for this film. (Fig. 153)
Deep space is the depiction of three-dimensional space on a two-dimensional
surface. This is achieved by showing depth cues: longer converging lines, vanishing
points, camera movement on the z-axis, object positioning within the frame, and size
differences of objects within the frame. (Block 14-51) Certain depth cues in the frame,
such as planes or lines, reveal the z-axis. Object movement along the z-axis viewed from
the camera position creates limited space. (Block 44)
Seth, the main character, occupies deep space when he is outside. He occupies
limited space whenever he comes near the station office, (Figs. 19-20) or is inside the
station (Figs. 34 –43, 113-116) or engaged with another character outside the station.
(Figs. 55-58, 64, 93-100, 142-143) These are not absolute rules, as that would diminish
any sense of spontaneity during production. The idea is to visually structure individual
images within the film. When Seth engages directly with the traveling businessman, the
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sexy girl in the convertible, or the traveling tourist in the corvette, the space compresses
to reflect the idea that Seth is separate no matter what or who crosses his path. This
mirrors Seth’s emotional state whenever he connects with other people in his world. Seth
lives in a desolate, forgotten landscape. The isolation of working at a nearly abandoned
gas station and his mischievous compulsions translate into limitation, both in character
relationships and in the physical space he occupies.
The film uses a secondary property of the space component, surface divisions.
Dividing the frame into shapes using objects, lighting design and production design
creates surface divisions. (Block 58-64) Paying attention to them serves as a way to
express the main character’s sense of confinement. (Figs. 39-40) In certain instances,
attention to surface divisions within the frame translates into continuum of movement
from one shot to the next. (Figs. 52 –53) Seth exits the frame after waving to the
businessman. The spatial divisions of one shot match the composition of the next.
Actually making these visual connections generates from occasion or the result of
planning during pre-production. By understanding surface divisions, which are
essentially compositional lines, filmmakers control the visual flow of the film, and in
some cases, visual metaphor. (Figs. 53-60, 133-136)
One example of ‘line as metaphor’ occurs when Seth comes to rest in the frame
with a pair of diagonal lines running through his head. (Fig. 59) In the subsequent shot
similar diagonal lines run through the Pegasus sign, itself, an object-image metaphor
associated with Greek mythology.
The story of Seth is a re-telling of an ancient Greek myth. The myth is the story
of Bellerophon and Pegasus. Telling the myth in total is beyond the scope herein.
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Essentially, as Bellerophon’s ego grew he attempted to fly to the gods. Zeus, upon seeing
this, sent a gadfly to sting Pegasus in order to toss Bellerophon. His fate after the
incident was unknown. Some believe Bellerophon dead after the fall. Others believe him
cursed to wander the streets as a beggar looking for his lost winged beauty. Bellerophon
tempted the gods one time too many.
The Bottom translates the re-telling of this myth by expressing line as a
component. Lines are visual perceptions based on contrasting characteristics of different
tonalities and color combinations. (Block 75) By choosing specific objects and their
placement within the frame, the filmmaker commands the visual space within the frame
but more importantly the meaning of the space created. When Seth runs outside
attending to a businessman and his girlfriend, lines are literally drawn between the
characters. Vertical lines separate the girlfriend. Vertical lines separate Seth from the
businessman. Only until Seth gives directions does he cross that line. (Figs. 36-43) Seth
and the businessman part company. In the final shot of the sequence, the camera pans
left to right, Seth exits the frame on the right, the businessman, in his car driving, now
enters the frame from right to left, representing ‘going backwards’ or ‘bad directions’.
Seth re-enters the shot from the right side of the frame, waves to the couple as they drive
away, and turns back toward the camera to deliver his line, “Goobersmoocher”. This is
in contrast to the prior series of shots that depict ‘limited space’ and ‘strong linear
separations or surface divisions’. The shot supports the narrative idea of being lost, bad
directions. In this example, blocking and staging actors with camera panning creates a
twisting, imaginary line (Figs. 44-52) rather than the one through the frame. (Figs. 39-40)
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Associated with line is the visual definition of closure. In visual structure terms,
closure is the natural tendency to connect attention points in the frame in order to form
imaginary shapes like triangles and squares. (Block 77) This is not a conscious
awareness from the audience’s point of view, but it is for the filmmaker and results in
visual cohesion. (Figs. 156-157)
It is essential to design shots prior to principal photography. The Bottom, starting
with the very first shot, reflects awareness of how objects and actors create imaginary
lines as they pass each other. The vagrant and the truck “cross paths”. More precisely,
their likenesses converge and diverge on the picture plane. For all intents and purposes,
Seth unwittingly passes his own destiny for it is with this old man he will make a real,
physical connection. Nearly every shot in the film pays attention to the way closure,
camera movement, blocking and staging, surface divisions, or limited space create a
visual line structure.
Tone as a component is possibly an easier concept to understand because it refers
to the relative brightness of an object. Art direction and lighting control brightness when
it applies to visual structure. (Block 93-95) In The Bottom, lighting and art direction
decisions control the tones in the film. Interior station shots are darker in tone compared
to exteriors shots. By increasing the contrast of tone, the station appears mysterious. This
creates a visual emotion as if the station has a life of its own. The security bars on the
doors and windows increases the sense of imprisonment Seth feels as he reaps the fruits
of his labor. The bars add to the tonal contrast of the image. Shooting through them
subdivides the composition and the light. (Figs. 19-20, 78-79, 113, 116, 124)
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The component movement comes in two basic forms. There are complex and
simple moves. (Block 128) Moving objects toward or away from the screen is complex
movement. Any camera movement toward or away from a subject is also complex
movement. In The Bottom, Seth’s movement toward and away from the camera at
specific moments reflects the intensity of change in the story. Several instances are, 1.)
when Seth first approaches the gas station, 2.) when Evangeline arrives at the gas station,
and 3.) when Seth, on both occasions, ‘sees off’ the businessman. The only other
significant complex movements are when the cops show up for the second time, (Figs.
117-120) and when the cops flush the vagrant from hiding in the abandoned building.
(Figs. 130-133) This final complex camera movement is faster than the other movements
in the film, with the notable exception of the driving shots. This speed change
dramatically increases the intensity of the visuals. In the second fastest camera move
Seth sheds the ‘Linda uniform’. This represents him passing a type of ‘initiation’ as well
as the passage of time. (Figs. 78-80)
Using camera movement to serve the story is a standard procedure in filmmaking.
Imbedding it with deeper meaning is visual structure. After watching the southern
landscape literally pass by during the opening credits, the following sequence of shots
shows a truck approaching and passing Seth and his father in their truck. Once the newer
truck passes Seth riding in his father’s truck, the point of view jumps to the other truck
and the viewer now sees Seth in his truck diminishing in the frame. (Figs. 8-11) Literally
and figuratively, this juxtaposition synthesizes Seth crossing paths with his fate. Earlier
Seth passes by the vagrant who, ultimately, receives the worst outcome of all the
characters. He suffers due to his societal position and Seth’s irresponsible act. This
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theme of meaning in movement repeats with the businessman and Evangeline each
encountering an irresponsible Seth. These spikes of interaction provide an opportunity to
plan component changes in contrast and affinity. In this case, the filmmakers use camera
and actor movement. When visitors interact with Seth the camera and the actors perform
complex movements. (Figs. 154-155) Complex camera moves transfer movement to
objects in the frame. (Block 132) Combining camera movement and object movement
creates visual progressions. Four basic combinations of camera and object movement
are, 1.) stationary object and stationary camera, 2.) moving object and stationary camera,
3.) stationary object and moving camera, and 4.) moving object and moving camera.
(Block 138) The Bottom controls visual progression by limiting complex camera moves.
The driving footage of Seth and his father getting passed by the faster, newer truck is one
instance. The point of view jump adds to the heightened sense of visual intensity when
compared to the following sequences. Evangeline’s arrival at the station is another
instance of matching visual intensity with the story’s structure. The long dolly/tracking
shot with her and Seth approaching and receding in three-dimensional space serves as a
contrast to the majority of static shots throughout the film. (Figs. 82-88) This construct
allows for the static shots, like the one when Seth fills the cop’s car, to be in visual
juxtaposition and more interesting. (Fig. 64)
The audience’s eyes look where there is movement and changes in brightness.
They are constantly scanning the composition, moving from point to point within the
frame. Filmmakers control this through, what Block calls, continuum of movement.
(Block 139) Applying the principles of contrast and affinity to this component offers the
possibility to manipulate visual intensity. The more an audience member moves his or
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her eyes across the frame the greater the visual intensity. Maintaining an affinity of the
continuum of movement throughout The Bottom gives the film a unity and smoothness.
Block states, “Affinity of continuum of movement will improve visual continuity and is
such a powerful visual tool that it will disguise edits with continuity errors or that jump
the stage line. Affinity makes visual events appear continuous and smooth.” (Block 146)
When Seth explores the station and its surroundings, when the businessman arrives and
returns, when the cops get gas, when Seth finds the charcoal, they all use continuum of
movement to keep the attention point changes to a minimum. (Figs. 18-29, 37-59, 73-77)
However, towards the end, attention points grow more divergent as the story reaches its
climax. (Figs. 112-148)
Editing a picture is the realm of the visual component, rhythm. Movement of the
camera and objects in the frame creates rhythm. Rhythm, in terms of composition, is in
stationary and moving objects. (Block 154) The act of framing an object off center
versus dead center creates a different rhythmic pattern of accented and unaccented areas.
(Block 160) Rhythm is a byproduct of other components of visual structure. Contrast and
affinity of rhythmic control is achieved through space, line, and movement changes. Line
and camera/object movement creates rhythm. Compositional lines and surface divisions
either influence audience attention points to maintain a particular axis within the frame or
they do not. If they do not, the intensity increases. The intensity and surprise of this
story’s ending dictates a matching visual intensity. Faster cuts, specific camera moves,
(Figs. 117-121) deep space vs. limited space, and diagonal compositional lines help
create this. The rhythm is consistent and measured throughout the film. Only until Seth
sets his final prank into motion does the film’s rhythm spike.
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Boredom, irresponsibility, and mischievousness are major themes in the film. By
pre-planning the shots the filmmakers helped the editor find a pace and established a
control over rhythmic changes in the film. This fact and the filmmaker’s choice to pay
tribute to films like Paper Moon and The Last Picture Show results in more visual and
narrative structure throughout the film.
The Bottom uses visual structure. Using block’s methodology, helped the
filmmaker pre-plan visual design around story structure. The seven basic visual
components of motion pictures, space, line, shape, tone, color, movement, and rhythm
served the film well. As a filmmaker one must search for underlying themes in the story
and turn them into a visual progression that supports the story. Once filmmakers learn to
recognize visual structure they will find it in all media and especially within motion
pictures.
Practically speaking, expensive production techniques and the heavy equipment
involved with executing complex moves is time consuming. Having a well thought out
visual structure increases the filmmaker’s efficiency and allows for “spur of the moment”
modifications. Visual structure extends into all departments of production, costume
design, production design, and sound design.
Block notes two successful approaches that employ visual structure, the
researched choice and the analytic choice. (Block 216) The research method uses outside
references like art books and paintings, as well as older movies and artist’s storyboards to
help guide the production’s design. (Block 217) The analytical choice or ‘point of view’
establishes a specific point of view based on what the filmmaker wants the audience to
feel in relation to the visuals. (Ibid) Production departments collaborate to find and
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create more meaningful images. A concerned filmmaker must make visual structure
decisions. Arbitrary or instinctual choices can also be useful. (Block 216) Most
importantly, when incorporated, visual structure is a guide, not a set of rules. It helps the
filmmaker develop a comprehensive structure for telling the story.
The Bottom was accepted in the 2007 Savannah Film Festival, the 2008 Sarasota
Film Festival, and the 2008 Oxford International Film Festival because, in part, of its
successful use of visual structure synchronized with story structure. Audiences may not
always realize or understand visual structure for filmmaking, but the visual content of the
film is stronger as a result of a comprehensive structuring of those visuals.
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Figure 1

Figure 2

Opening Shot - Static Shot - “Crossing Paths”

continuation - Static Shot -Vagrant enters from right to left

Figure 3
continuation - Static Shot - truck engine noise off screen left

continuation - Static Shot
- Seth and father enter,
left to right

Figure 4
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Figure 5

Figure 6

continuation - Static Shot

continuation - Static Shot

Figure 7
continuation - Static Shot - truck moves out of sight.

driving footage - right
to left movement
Opening Credits
passing by

Figure 8
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Figure 9
Driving Shot - Seth’s stuff in back of truck. Second truck approaching fast

Figure 10

Figure 11

Dolly - Tracking Shot
left to right - Seth
riding bike to Station
for the first time

Figure 12

Driving Shot - First look at main character

Driving Shot - Seth and father being passed by newer, faster truck
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Figure 53

Figure 54

Static Shot - Seth has a chair ready- composition match - continuum

Pan/Tilt Shot - man returns - continuum of movement through figure 59

Figure 55
Static Shot - man returns - continuum of movement, limited space
Static Shot - Seth framed
right center, limited space surface divisions

Figure 56
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Figure 61

Figure 62

Figure 63

Static Shot - Cops get gas Closure, triangulation limited space

Figure 64

Static Shot - Pegasus shadow

continuation - Static Shot - guitar tuning - creative introduction to...

Static Shot - Singing Deputy - continuum of movement to next shot
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Figure 65

Figure 66

Static Shot - Seth moves sign

Static Shot - Seth rolls sign

Figure 67
Static Shot - Sign installed - diagonal composition

Static Shot - Locking up
for the day - diagonal
composition

Figure 68
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Figure 69

Figure 70

Figure 71

Static Shot - peeping tom

Figure 72

Static Shot - deep space - rule of thirds -vanishing points

Reverse - Static Shot - deep space - rule of thirds -vanishing points

POV Shot - Butterfly tattoo temptations
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Figure 73
Static Shot - Seth’s screwdriver is too short - Continuum through sequence

Figure 74
Pan/Tilt Shot - interior station - Contrast of Tone - darker - distraction

Figure 75
Static Shot - Low Angle - Sun behind Pegasus - Seth starts drawing lines

Tilt/Pan Shot - outlining
the shadow of the Pegasus

Figure 76
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Figure 81
Handheld Shot - Evangeline sees Seth, pulls in

Figure 82

Figure 83

continuation - Dolly Shot
Tracking Shot - Evangeline
asks about phone

Figure 84

Dolly Shot - Tracking Shot - complex camera move begins

continuation - Dolly Shot - Tracking Shot
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Figure 85

Figure 86

Figure 87

continuation - Dolly Shot
Tracking Shot - Seth
advances toward camera
position

Figure 88

continuation - Dolly Shot - Tracking Shot - Seth flicks a quarter

continuation - Dolly Shot - Tracking Shot - Evangeline continues

continuation - Dolly Shot - Tracking Shot - Payphone rings on its own
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Figure 89

Figure 90

Static Shot - Evangeline answers the phone (deleted scene)

Static Shot - Seth checks the shadow of the Pegasus -triangulation

Figure 91
Static Shot - Seth turns back towards Evangeline

Dolly Shot - Tracking Shot
- Seth caresses her car

Figure 92
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Figure 101

Figure 102

Static Shot - waiting for the sun and shadow

Tilt/Pan Shot - hand on map - shadow -line - tone - dreaming of escape

Figure 103
Static Shot - looking for Seth

Static Shot - looking for
Seth

Figure 104
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Figure 105

Figure 106

Boom Down - arrival of the tourist

Boom Down - Corvette approaches camera - framing sign, car, station

Figure 107
Dolly Shot -Tracking Shot - man exits car - puts pants back on

continuation - Dolly Shot Tracking Shot

Figure 108
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Figure 109

Figure 110

continuation - Dolly Shot - Tracking Shot - man pauses - phone rings

continuation - Dolly Shot - Tracking Shot - looking around

Figure 111
continuation - Dolly Shot - Tracking Shot - answers call

reverse - Static Shot match cut on action from
previous

Figure 112
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Figure 117
Dolly Shot - high angle movement - passing under sign

Figure 118
continuation - Dolly Shot - high angle movement - complex camera move

Figure 119
continuation - Dolly Shot - high angle movement - z-axis movement

continuation - Dolly Shot high angle tilting down cops arrive

Figure 120
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Figure 121

Figure 122

Figure 123

POV Shot - Static Shot altering the aspect ratio framing within the frame

Figure 124

continuation - Dolly Shot - high angle movement - abandoned building in BG

Static Shot - diagonal lines - low angle - contrast of tone - gunslinger in BG

Static Shot - attention points - car in FG, cops in MG, Seth in BG
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Figure 125

Figure 126

Static Shot- low angle - behind bars looking on

Pan/Tilt Shot - tourist looking on

Figure 127
Static Shot - man escapes out door - Obstructions in FG - limited space

Pan/Tilt Shot - deep space
- cop in pursuit - diagonal
line structure

Figure 128
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Figure 129

Figure 130

Static Shot - ECU of Seth - the dice have been cast

Dolly Shot - fast movement right to left - old man runs for his life

Figure 131
Dolly Shot - fast movement right to left - FG obstruction blur

Dolly Shot - fast movee
ment right to left - old man
emerges on left side of the
frame

Figure 132
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Figure 133
Static Shot - Cop holds phone in hand - deep space shot - diagonal lines

Figure 134
Static Shot - old man runs away - Composition match to previous shot

Figure 135
Static Shot - ECU - Seth - diagonal lines composition

Static Shot - ECU cop’s
sunglasses - tribute shot to
Conrad Hall, DP on Cool
Hand Luke

Figure 136
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Figure 141

Figure 142

Static Shot - low angle - inverted trianglular space

Pan/Tilt Shot - high angle - Seth, unseated, hovering over the dying man

Figure 143
Pan/Tilt Shot - Seth over the old man - strong triangular composition

Pan/Tilt Shot - singing
deputy enters right to left leans over the body - tourist
enters frame right to left

Figure 144
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Figure 145
Static Shot - silent cop enters right to left and speaks, “You’re safe now.”

Figure 146
Static Shot - an improbable couple. Suspicions - door framed center

Figure 147
Static Shot - diagonal composition - singing deputy stares down Hollywood

Final Shot - Pegasus flickers a wink - alive.
The Bottom.

Figure 148

